Facial character recognition is very important technology in the security control system, correspondingly, and also it is widely used for lots of application fields. Aimed at some puzzles of ignoring the pixel contrast values of local region, discarding some important texture characteristic information and so on in existing traditional facial character recognition algorithms, the paper proposed an improved LBP method for facial character recognition under complex illumination. The method firstly made uniformization pretreatment for different illumination facial image, limited the illumination change to a certain extent, then mapped the pixel contrast value of local region to an interval value so as to make the fluctuation be controlled in an interval, and recognized facial character finally. It took the face recognition as an example to make the simulation, and the experiment simulation results based on CMU PIE, Yale B and Outdoor facial Database demonstrated that the ILBP could be better than traditional facial character algorithms. Research results show that the proposed method owns better recognition effect, and therefore it is more reasonable and effective.
Introduction
Facial character recognition is very important technology in the security control system, correspondingly, and also it is widely used for lots of application fields. Aimed at some puzzles of ignoring the pixel contrast values of local region, discarding some important texture characteristic information and so on in existing traditional facial character recognition algorithms, the paper proposed an improved LBP method for facial character recognition under complex illumination. The method firstly made uniformization pretreatment for different illumination facial image, limited the illumination change to a certain extent, then mapped the pixel contrast value of local region to an interval value so as to make the fluctuation be controlled in an interval, and recognized facial character finally. It took the face recognition as an example to make the simulation, and the experiment simulation results based on CMU PIE, Yale B and Outdoor facial Database demonstrated that the ILBP could be better than traditional facial character algorithms. Research results show that the proposed method owns better recognition effect, and therefore it is more reasonable and effective.
Present Status of the Facial Character Recognition Study
Facial character recognition study originated from 1960s-1970s and its research process underwent three phases. The recognition in initial phase depended on operator. In second phase it was based on human machine interaction, and now the recognition performance has become better and better. And nowadays, the study of facial character recognition algorithms has developed up like mushrooms. The typical algorithms are as the following.
Principal Component Analysis method (PCA) is a sort of statistical algorithm based on Karhumen-Loeve expansion [1] . Its core thinking is to describe sample by means of less number eigenvector to reach the objective of reducing dimensions. With the help of PCA, we can obtain the linear express of facial image in low dimensional space, and then process the linear express in high dimensional space, so that we can get a set of new orthogonal basis called as eigenface. The method of PCA holds better facial character recognition effect under given environment. But the objective of PCA is to optimally rebuild all the samples, and there are differences of various samples, therefore it is not optimal, so the description of facial feature is not fully enough.
Independent Component Analysis method (ICA) [2] is to find a set of mutual independent basis including higher-order statistical information by means of linear transformation, and it describes the sample data using independent basis. ICA is independent in higher-order statistical meaning, and it can make the second-order and higher-order statistical information get effective utilization, so in the majority of cases, we can obtain better facial recognition result using ICA. However, ICA algorithm is very sensitive for reducing dimension data. Up to now, there is no uniform standard for choosing the independent components that are useful to classification [3] .
In addition, the other algorithms can also obtain better recognition effect, such as algorithm based on manifold [4] , and based on Bayesian information criterion [5] as well as subspace analysis algorithm based on kernel method [6] and so on. Limited to the pages, here the detail description of the algorithms is omitted.
Algorithm Based on LBP Facial Character Recognition
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) is a sort of method based on image local character [7] [8] , and it recognizes facial character by means of the relative relationship of pixel gray-value between center point and its neighbor points. The algorithm takes not only relationship among image local pixel gray-values into account, but also takes the statistic distribution status of global pattern into account. It is a preferable recognition algorithm in texture analysis and facial recognition field.
Description of Principle for LBP
LBP defines a texture operator T by formula (1) to describe local pixel distribution in single color gray texture image.
where g c represents the gray-value of local central point, and g P (0, 1, ..., P − 1) represents the pixel gray-value of point around the circle which takes the g c as center, R as the radius.
If it takes g c as the origin of coordinate, then the coordinate of g P is (−R sin(2πψ/P ), R cos(2πψ/P ) ), g p would not be the center point, and later we can obtain the gray-value by means of interpolation algorithm.
LBP owns the invariance in grayscale and rotation as well as unified modeling characteristic.
LBP Based Ahonen Algorithm
Ahonen proposed a facial identification system based on LBP which can describe the facial basic character. The algorithm plots test facial image to R small block of the same size and nonoverlapping, and it computes histogram H r (in which r {1, 2, ..., R})) of each block, and then it gets all histograms to construct the whole histogram for describing facial image. The histogram of each block can be computed by formula (2) .
where N is the maximum computing times for each block, f (x, y) represents the value range of pixel point (x, y) of operator for LBP in R.
Ahonen algorithm describes the facial character through three hierarchies. In some pixels, it describes microcosmic character by means of LBP code, and in some blocks, it describes the local character by means of local histogram, and the top layer describes the total character by means of concatenate histogram.
Considering the difference of eigenvector for different image area, such as eyes area and nose area, the most features of them are known in facial character. Ahonen algorithm takes different weight value for different area by means of experienced knowledge. So we can obtain better facial identification result by means of Ahonen algorithm.
Improvement of LBP Algorithm for Facial Character Recognition
When the illumination change is strong, the contrast values of pixels would appear severe nonlinear distortion, but the relative size of pixel changes less under different illumination condition, namely, LBP algorithm does not take the contrast value of pixel into consideration. So the elimination effect of impact of LBP algorithm is restricted also. If we make pretreatment for the facial image, and restrict the illumination change into a given scope, then we could obtain better facial character recognition result under the environment of complex illumination.
Aiming at shortage mentioned above, the paper proposes an improved solution for LBP, called as ILBP. For identifying facial character, ILBP firstly smoothes the facial image including different illumination intensity so as to restrict impact of illumination change to some extent. Then it maps pixel contrast value to specified layer, and we can obtain eigenvalue of LBP decided by binary bit value. We can take the eigenvalue as the facial character, and get the result of facial character recognition under the condition of complex illumination change finally.
Algorithm Based on ILBP
Algorithm of ILBP is firstly to compute the maximum and minimum of pixel contrast values in local area, and it plots the difference value between maximum and minimum to each hierarchy, and then maps the contrast value between the center pixel point and its neighbor pixel point to a given hierarchy. The given hierarchy is just the corresponding hierarchy of contrast value.
Extraction for ILBP Feature-level
In the local area which radius is R, neighbor point is P, the maximum and minimum of contrast value can be computed by formula (3).
Then the range of corresponding value for each hierarchy can be computed by formula (4) .
Correspondingly, l s can be gotten from the contrast values for each neighbor pixel and center point by formula (5) .
For each contrast hierarchy, we can check how many neighbor points around the center point to enter into each hierarchy by formula (6) so as to extract feature of ILBP for each hierarchy.
Combined with all ILBP i P,R by formula (7), and ILBP P,R can be constructed.
In order to show the computing process better, an example can be taken. Here, taking L = 4, the ILBP P,R of the Table 1 can be gotten by means of the following computing steps. Step 1 Compute the contrast value, namely get the contrast value matrix by computing g p − g c , it can be seen as Table 2 .
Step 2 Compute the max C and min C among the contrast values. The result is respectively max C = 13, min C = −8.
Step 3 Compute the scape. The result is scape = 5.25.
Step 4 Compute the l s . The result can be seen as Table 3 . Step 5 Compute respectively the ILBP Step 6 Combined with all ILBP i P,R . The result of ILBP P,R = 24|36|66|24 can be obtained. Applying LBP feature to the facial recognition, and referring to Ahenon algorithm, the facial image area can be plotted to R blocks, and corresponding histogram of each block can be gotten by formula (9) .
Combined with H for different block by formula (10), we can get whole histogram that describes the total facial character.
In practical application, the contribution degree of each layer ILBP i P,R feature for total ILBP P,R is not the same. The larger the contrast value is, the more distinct the detail feature is. And the essential feature of the facial character is included mainly in the detail feature. So when measuring the feature distance, the larger weight value can be endowed for ILBP i P,R of higher layer. For convenience to descript, the weight values are the same as the number of its corresponding layer in the paper, namely, ω = i, i = 1, 2, ..., L.
Pretreatment of Normalization in Illumination
The objective of smoothing facial image is to restrict illumination change impact to a given confine. Or else, in the case of illumination change being rather strong, the severe disturbance would be suffered from illumination change impact when plotting the contrast value hierarchy. Fig. 1 shows the map of contrast hierarchy for same facial area under different illumination. The facial image has been registered, and the center point of three images represents the same point of facial image. The ILBP difference in center point of three facial images is rather little. We think that ILBP algorithm owns illumination invariance when illumination change is not strong. So it is necessary to find an appropriate method of illumination normalization for the facial image pretreatment, and to restrict contrast value to given scope. Then we extract ILBP eigenvalue, and it has more powerful expressive than traditional LBP. When making illumination normalization, ILBP algorithm firstly transforms the facial image to the logarithm domain, and then smoothes image by differential Gaussian filter (σ 0 = 1.0, σ 1 = 2.0). Thirdly, it makes global contrast value of equalization for image by means of formula (11). Finally the ILBP adopts histogram equalization algorithm to enhance contrast value, and the pretreatment facial image can be obtained.
I(x, y)
The results of pretreatment under varying illumination can be seen from Fig. 2 . In each of lines, the first row image is original facial image under varying illumination, and others are the treated images. From the images, the conclusion can be gotten that although under the condition of varying illumination, the treatment results of ILBP for facial character recognition are the similar. Especially the treatment results of the last step are almost the same visually. 
The Simulation Experiment and Its Performance Analysis
In the following, many experiments could be made based on famous facial Database, and experiment data would be shown to verify recognition effect for the facial character of the ILBP mentioned above. And it made comparative analysis of some experiment data with other three famous recognition algorithms of traditional facial character recognition, namely MSR, SQI, LTV, which hold better recognition rate and often to be taken as reference in the paper.
Simulation Experiment Based on CMU PIE Facial Database
The experiment takes the facial images of CMU PIE Database as experimental Database. In CMU PIE facial Database, there are 1448 facial images come from 68 persons, and each person has 21 facial images. The size of these images is 55 * 55 pixels.
The experiment takes 10th image of 21 images for each person to be as the training sample which holds better illumination condition, and the other 20 images are as the test sample. The comparison of experiment data can be shown as Table 4 . In the ILBP algorithm, it takes L = 4, P = 8, R = 1 as the parameter. From the data of Table  5 , the conclusion can be gotten that in the CMU PIE facial Database, if it only selects an image, which holds under better condition of illumination, as training sample for each person, then the rather perfect recognition effect, which right recognition rate would reach to 93.12%, could be gotten for all test image sets. Experiment results based on CMU PIE facial Database show the ILBP is better than the traditional facial character algorithms.
Simulation Experiment Based on Yale B Facial Database
In the Yale B facial Database, there are 5 image sets, from set 1 to set 5, which illumination condition changes worse gradually. The illumination condition of set 1 is the best one, and the illumination condition of set 5 is the worst one. The comparison of experiment data can be shown as Table 5 . In the ILBP algorithm, it takes L = 4, P = 8, R = 2 as the parameter. From the data of the Table 6 , the conclusion can be gotten that in the Yale B facial Database, if it takes images facial image of set 1 or set 2 or set 3, which hold better illumination condition, as the training sample, the right recognition rate of ILBP can reach to 100%, even if only it takes images of facial image of set 5, which hold worst illumination condition, the right recognition rate of ILBP can reach to 99.49%.And the average right recognition rate can reach 99.78%, and it is obviously higher than other three algorithms. Experiment results based on Yale B facial Database show that the ILBP is better than the traditional facial character algorithms.
Simulation Experiment Based on Outdoor Facial Database
The experiment takes facial images of Outdoor Database as experimental Database. In the Outdoor facial Database, there are 660 facial images come from 132 persons and each person has 5 facial images. The size of these images is 64*64 pixels.
The experiment takes an image for each person, namely 132 images as training sample, and the other four images, namely 528 images as test sample. The comparison of experiment data can be shown as Table 6 . In the ILBP algorithm, it takes L = 4, P = 8, R = 1 as the parameter. From the data of Table  4 , the conclusion can be gotten that in the Outdoor facial Database, if only an image is taken as training sample for each person, then rather perfect recognition effect, which recognition rate would reach to 98.91%, also could be gotten for all test image sets. Experiment results based on Outdoor facial Database show the ILBP is better than the traditional facial character algorithms.
From three experiment results mentioned above, the conclusion can be gotten that the ILBP facial character recognition algorithm proposed by the paper holds better recognition effect than the conventional facial character algorithms. Therefore the ILBP algorithm is reasonable and effective.
Conclusions
ILBP algorithm adopts the hierarchy of gray structure, and plots the difference between maximum and minimum of local pixel contrast values to each hierarchy, and maps each contrast value to a given hierarchy. Experiment results show that the method can eliminate the impact in illumination change to some extent, and hold the better result of the facial character recognition, and it can satisfy various application under the complex illumination. But there are still some puzzles needed to be improved, such as algorithm complexity, how to select L, P, N and so on, and these puzzles need to be further solved in the next studies.
